
TIME’S UP FOR TRADITIONAL 
BALANCED PORTFOLIOS 

Investors are navigating their way through some of the 
most extreme market conditions in history. The price is 
a new definition of risk-return that is turning traditional 
balanced funds from a core strategy and into collateral 
damage.

The bulk of the $3 trillion super industry resides in 60:40 
balanced funds, which have produced annualised high 
single-digit returns over the long term. But allocating 
about 60% of a portfolio to ‘growth’ assets such as shares 
and the remainder to ‘defensive’ assets such as bonds is 
no longer likely to work.

The largest sovereign bond markets in the world, the 
US, Japan, and Europe, are producing zero or negative 
yields, while the largest equity market in the world, the 
S&P 500, is trading at record highs. The capacity for bond 
performance to be negatively correlated with equities is 
low given the starting point of bond yields. 

While no-one can predict the future with certainty, the 
probability is heavily weighted towards lower returns and 
higher risk. At best, investors should prepare for portfolio 
returns that are far lower in a slow growth environment 
weighed down by debt. 

At worst, if massive fiscal and monetary stimulus  
eventually stokes up inflation, the performance of bonds 
and equities will be even worse.  

DON’T BLINDLY CLIMB UP THE RISK 
SPECTRUM 
Accepting lower returns is something few investors are 
ready to accept, even with the threat of a coronavirus 
outbreak that can quickly shut down large parts of the 
economy and further destroy consumer confidence. 

The answer for many investors has been to climb the risk 
curve by allocating more to equities or high-yield bonds. 
These investors are setting out on a far more volatile ride, 
which will test many investors’ fortitude to stay the course 
during inevitable downturns. 
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There are also no guarantees that taking on higher risk will 
generate higher returns. The S&P 500 had some strong 
periods of performance between 2000 and 2010 but over 
the decade its performance was largely flat – it all comes 
down to timing.   

There are no easy answers to portfolio construction. 

However, we believe there are smarter ways to build a 
portfolio to maximise the chances of generating higher 
returns while minimising risk in the current environment. 
It requires a different approach to asset allocation (one 
we take whether in our risk defined portfolios or our 
traditional portfolios).

PERFORMANCE: THE BOTTOM LINE FOR 
RISK AND RETURN  
The multi-faceted nature of the coronavirus pandemic 
has led to the biggest challenge investors have faced in 
a generation. It underlines why investors need a fund 
manager that can manage through all conditions.

Innova oversees managed account portfolios that 
rank in either first or second place over the three years 
ended September 30, 2020, against peers on the HUB24 
platform (we have used this data as the best like-for-like 
comparison of similar managed accounts, which report 
slightly differently than unit trusts). 

However, returns are only relevant when compared to the 
risk taken to generate performance. Innova’s portfolios also 
posted smaller peak-to-trough drawdowns for the March 
quarter compared to many of its peers (this shows the 

extreme part of the sell-off – we would have preferred the 
full data showing the specific peak-to-trough drawdown 
during the COVID selloff but this was not available).

Portfolio Name 3 Year (Performance Annualised) Rank

Innova Aspiration Portfolio - Fundamental 5.02% 1

InvestSense Diversified Portfolio 5 4.35% 2

Innova Active High Growth Portfolio 4.10% 3

Morningstar High Growth Portfolio 3.70% 4

Lonsec Managed Portfolio Multi-Asset High Growth 3.57% 5

Elston High Growth Portfolio 3.49% 6

Elston High Growth Portfolio (Non-Super) 3.45% 7

Portfolio Name 3 Year (Performance Annualised) Rank

Innova Active Growth Portfolio 3.83% 1

Lonsec Managed Portfolio Multi-Asset Growth 3.82% 2

Lonsec Managed Portfolio Multi-Asset High Growth 3.57% 3

Lonsec Retirement Managed Portfolio Growth 3.54% 4

Morningstar Growth Portfolio 3.37% 5

Elston Growth Portfolio 3.35% 6

Elston Growth Portfolio (Non-Super) 3.34% 7

PERFORMANCE TO 30TH SEPTEMBER (AS REPORTED ON HUB24)

Portfolio Name 1 Month Performance Rank

Innova Aspiration Portfolio - Fundamental -10.36% 1

Lonsec Managed Portfolio – Multi-Asset High Growth -12.59% 2

Innova Aspiration Portfolio - Flagship -12.79% 3

Lonsec Managed Portfolio – Listed High Growth -13.59% 4

Innova Active High Growth Portfolio -13.79% 5

Multi-sector Composite High Growth Average* -16.06% 6

Elston High Growth Portfolio -21.30% 7

ONE-MONTH PERFORMANCE TO MARCH 31ST (AS REPORTED ON HUB24)
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Important Information
This document has been prepared by Innova Asset Management Pty Ltd, ABN 99 141 597 
104, which is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Innova Investment Management, 
AFSL 509578.

The information contained in this document is commentary only. It is not intended to 
be, nor should it be construed as, investment advice. The views expressed are subject 
to change at any time based on market and other conditions. To the extent permitted 
by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on 
this information. Before making any investment decision you need to consider your 
particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.INNOVA ASSET MANAGEMENT PTY LTD ACN 141 597 104

 Client Services: (02) 8203 9130

 operations@innovaam.com.au

CONTACT US :
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www.innovaam.com.au
401,93-95 Pacific Highway, North Sydney NSW 2060

Dan Miles 
Managing Director & Co-Chief Investment Officer

Dan Miles is the Managing Director & Co-Chief Investment Officer of Innova 
Asset Management. Innova is a boutique risk-focused portfolio manager 
that has been managing client portfolios for 8 years. Innova was founded 
on the principles of providing robust and research-intensive insights to 
help investors meet their financial goals. The firm focuses on managing 
the multi-faceted nature of investment risks for clients. 

This result shows that, while returns in this environment 
will be lower, they can also still be reasonable.

We are investing in high-quality credit instruments, 
including secured investment-grade loans with a floating 
rate that will increase as interest rates increase. Where 
possible, we have also invested in sovereign bonds paying 
a real yield (a positive yield when adjusted for inflation). 

This combination is lower risk than the higher-yielding end 
of the spectrum, has less inflation risk, but unfortunately 
greater correlation to equities than a portfolio invested 
100% in sovereign bonds such as the three markets 
mentioned above (because of the small credit risk, though 
far less equity correlation than high-yield bonds). 

We have also tilted our equities exposure away from 
expensive markets such as the US and towards cheaper, 
faster-growing markets.

While inflation is far from a short-term concern, huge 
amounts of fiscal and monetary stimulus mean it is a 
genuine medium-to-long term risk, which could lead to 
the double whammy of falling equity and sovereign bond 
prices. As protection, we hold a large proportion of floating 
rate instruments that would rise along with rates. 

If inflation fears spike but interest rates don’t move enough 
to compensate, we have two further strategies in place: we 
have invested in precious metals, which have historically 
acted as a hedge against uncertainty including inflation 
fears, and tilted towards value equities, which tend to 
outperform other styles in an inflationary environment.

The current market environment is highly uncertain, 
meaning investors need to specifically manage risk and 
not just shoot for return by climbing up the risk spectrum. 
However, it takes new strategies when the old ways of 
managing risk and return no longer work.


